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accuracy The quality of being near to the true value.
We have confidence in the accuracy of the statistics.

apparent Appearing as such but not necessarily so.
His apparent lack of concern.

appreciable Large or important enough to be noticed.
Pupils may have to travel appreciable distances.

certainty The quality of being reliably true.
She knew with absolute certainty that they were dead.

concrete Cover an area with concrete.
The juices of the plants are concreted upon the surface.

conformation A symmetrical arrangement of the parts of a thing.
We ve been looking for stock with good overall conformation.

conspicuous Attracting notice or attention.
Made herself conspicuous by her exhibitionistic preening.

detectable Able to be perceived or noticed; discernible.
There is a detectable note of bitterness when he talks of his father.

discernible Able to be discerned; perceptible.
A discernible change in attitude.

distinctly In a distinct and distinguishable manner.
Two distinctly different cultures.

essential
Defining rights and duties as opposed to giving the rules by which rights
and duties are established.
It is essential to keep up to date records.

identifiable Capable of being identified.
There are no easily identifiable features on the shoreline.

manifest Record in a ship s manifest.
Each passenger must be manifested.
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marked Strongly marked easily noticeable.
The word drake is semantically marked as masculine.

meaningful Having a recognizable function in a logical language or other sign system.
Words likely to be meaningful to pupils.

noticeable Undesirably noticeable.
Noticeable grey hairs.

observable Capable of being seen or noticed.
An observable change in behavior.

obvious Easily perceived by the senses or grasped by the mind.
Obvious errors.

palpability The quality of being perceivable by touch.

palpable Can be felt by palpation.
A palpable lie.

perceptible Easily perceived by the senses or grasped by the mind.
He continued after a perceptible pause.

positivistic Of or relating to positivism.

practical Having or put to a practical purpose or use.
Practical mathematics.

real Really very.
A film based on real life.

recognizable Able to be recognized or identified from previous encounters or knowledge.
There was no recognizable photograph of him.

sensible Readily perceived; appreciable.
He was a sensible and capable boy.

substantial Real and tangible rather than imaginary.
A mere dream neither substantial nor practical.

substantive (of a rank or appointment) not acting or temporary; permanent.
There is no substantive evidence for the efficacy of these drugs.

tangibility The quality of being perceivable by touch.

visible Visible imports or exports.
Visible files.
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